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beyondthe state of the art learningcapabilities, it wouldneed
considerable reprogrammingto deal with the appearance of
new agents and information sources in the environment,(4)
becauseof the complexityof the informationfinding and filtering task, and the large amountof information,the required
processing wouldoverwhelma single agent. Becauseof these
reasonsand becauseof the characteristics of the Internet environment,we employa distributed collaborative collection of
agents for informationgathering.
Weare currently workingon a system where each user is
associated with a set of agents whichhaveaccess to the task
and situation modelsand keep track of the current state of
the task, situation, environmentand user informationneeds.
Basedon this knowledge,the agents decide what information
is neededand initiate collaborativesearcheswith other agents
to get the information. During search, the agents communicate with each other to request or provide information, find
informationsources, filter or integrate information,and negotiate to resolve conflicts in informationand task models.The
returned information is communicatedto display agent or
agents that possibly combineit with information from other
sources(e.g. the user) and/or filter it for appropriatedisplay
to the user.
This paper focuses on the design of such a systemof agents
for the task environmentof financial portfolio management,
and on the key issues that we will be addressing. Theseissues include: (1) gathering and integrating diverse information sourceswith collaboratingsoftwareagents, (2) case-based
user, task and situation models,(3) adaptive integration
planning, coordination, scheduling, and execution. In our
system, case-basedreasoning provides meta-level control and
activation of agents. Dependingon the task, user and situation, case basedretrieval selects current planninggoals, informationneeds and information gathering goals. Based on the
plans and informationgathering goals, agent teams are activated "on demand"to access, integrate and filter information
to fulfill these goals. Newinformation can be incorporated
in the case base and maygive rise to newplans and informationgathering goals (and as a result activation of potentially different agent teams). Thesystemhas three types of

Abstract
Thevoluminous
andreadily available informationon the Internet has givenrise to explorationof IntelligentAgenttechnologyfor accessing,filtering, evaluatingandintegratinginformation.In contrast to mostcurrent researchthat has investigatedsingle-agentapproaches,
weare developing
a collection of multiple agents that teamup on demand,depending
onthe user,the task andthe situation,to access,filter andintegrateinformation
in supportof user tasks. Weare investigating techniquesfor developing
distributedadaptivecollections
of information
agentsthat coordinate
to retrieve,filter andfuse
information
relevantto the user, taskandsituation,as wellas
anticipateuser’s information
needs.Ourapproachis basedon
(I) case-based
task andsituationmodels,(2) flexible o~ganizational structuring,and(3) reusableagentarchitecture.Weare
currentlyimplementing
the systemin the domainof financial
portfolio management.
Whilethis paper focuseson the big
picture,the final sectionwill describethe currentimplementation andpointto ourworkondetailedtechnicalsolutions.
Introduction
Due to advances in technology, diverse and voluminousinformation is becomingavailable to decision makers. This
presents the potential for improveddecision support, but
poses challenges in terms of building tools to support users
in accessing,filtering, evaluatingand fusing informationfrom
heterogeneous information sources(Kuokka& Harada 1995;
Arens et al. 1993; Collet, Huhns, &Shen 1991). Most reported research on Intelligent InformationAgentsto date has
dealt with a user interacting with a single agent that has general knowledgeand is capable of performinga variety of user
delegated information finding tasks (e.g., (Etzioni &Weld
1994; Maes1994)). For each information query, the agent
responsiblefor accessingdifferent informationsourcesandintegrating the results. Webelieve that, given the current computational state of the art, a centralized agent approachhas
manylimitations: (1) a single general agent wouldneed
enormousamountof knowledgeto be able to deal effectively
withuser informationrequeststhat covera variety of tasks, (2)
a centralized informationagent constitutes a processingbottleneckanda "single point of failure", (3) unlessthe agenthas
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agents,task agents, informationagents, and interface agents.
Task agents have information about tasks and associated information gathering goals. Informationagents have modelsof
informationsources, informationaccess strategies and associated task agents to whom
the informationshould be returned.
Interface agentsinteract withthe user receivinguser specifications and delivering results. Theyacquire, model,and utilize
user preferences to guide systemcoordination in support of
the user’s tasks. This workis a continuationof our previous
workon multi agent informationaccess, filtering and integration of everydayorganizational tasks (Sycara &Zeng1995).
Of the three types of agents, information agents are the
most well-defined. Each information agent--by definition-shares a set of reusable behaviorsthat give it the ability to
process one-shot and periodic queries, monitor for certain
conditions,advertise it’s capabilities appropriately,and react
reasonablyin the event of a local or external data sourcefailure. If a domaincontent ontology has been fixed beforehand, an information agent can be created quickly with little programming--itrequires a database definition, and some
codeto access the external data source (i.e. webpage, newsgroup, or normaldatabase)and create local databaserecords.
Informationagents are described in moredetail in (Decker,
Williamson, &Sycara 1996).
The Portfolio

Management Domain

To evaluate our domainindependentagent control, organization, coordination and architectural schemes,wehave chosen
financial portfolio management
as a task domain.This is the
task of providing an integrated financial picture for managing an investmentportfolio over time, using the information
resources already available over the Internet. This task environmenthas manyinteresting features, including: (1) the
enormousamountof continually changing, and generally unorganized, informationavailable, (2) the variety of kinds
information that can and should be brought to bear on the
task (marketdata, financial report data, technical models,analysts’ reports, breakingnews,etc.), (3) the manysources
uncertainty and dynamicchange in the environment.
The overall task in the portfolio management
domain,as
stated by modernportfolio theory (Markowitz1991), is
providethe best possiblerate of return for a specified level of
risk, or conversely,to achievea specified rate of return with
the lowest possible risk Risk tolerance is one of the features
that characterize the user of our system; other features include the user’s investmentgoals (long-term retirement savings? saving for a house?) and the user’s tax situation. In
current practice, portfolio management
is carried out by investmenthousesthat employteamsof specialists for finding,
filtering and evaluating relevant information. Current practice as well as software engineering considerationsmotivate
our multi agent systemarchitecture.
Previous work in the portfolio managementdomain(see
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(Trippi &Turban1990)for one collection) has focusedon
portfolio selection process(i.e., "stock picking")as opposed
portfolio monitoring--the ongoing, continuous, daily provision of an up-to-date financial picture of an existing portfolio. A multi-agent systemapproachis natural for portfolio
monitoringbecausethe multiple threads of control are a natural match for the distributed and ever-changing nature of
the underlying sources of data and newsthat affect higherlevel decision-making processes. A multi-agent system can
moreeasily managethe detection and response to important
time-critical information that could appear suddenlyat any
of a large numberof different informationsources. Finally,
a multi-agent systemprovides a natural mappingof multiple
types of expertise to be broughtto bear during any portfolio
managementdecision-making. Existing DAItechniques for
resolving conflicting opinions, negotiation, and argumentation can be broughtto bear on these problems(Sycara 1989).
The overall portfolio management
task has several component tasks. Theseinclude eliciting (or learning) user profile
information,collecting informationon the user’s initial portfolio position, and suggestingand monitoringa re-allocation
to meetthe user’s current profile andgoals. Astimepasses, assets in the portfolio will no longer meetthe user’s needs(and
these needsmayalso be changingas well). Our initial system
focuses on this ongoingportfolio monitoringprocess.
Thetask of monitoringindividual portfolio assets gives rise
to a variety of concurrentgoals, such as monitoringan asset
currently being held (should wecontinue to hold it? sell some
or all of it?), or monitoringthe buyingor selling of an asset. Buyingandselling at this highlevel are not instantaneous
transactions, but also require careful planningand monitoring of plan execution. For example,let us assumethat in the
process of monitoring the system comesto recommend
that
an asset be sold. The wayin whichit is sold will be determinedin part by the reason for the sale--perhaps the asset
is no longer performingas required for it’s role in the portfolios asset allocation mix. Perhapsit is performingtoo well,
and there is a growingpossibility that the asset has reacheda
peak. In this secondcase it is often prudentnot to sell one’s
entire holdingsall at once, but to sell in phasesand place the
appropriate standing orders to protect the user from a sudden downturn(while avoiding worryover simple daily price
fluctuations) Thusthe goal of selling an asset is not one that
requires only a simple short sequenceof actions, but one that
requires careful planningand monitoringof that plan as it is
executed, over an extendedperiod of time.
Case Based Situation

and Task Models

Weare proposing to modelthe information gathering task
as a planning task whereplanning and execution are interleaved and search is guidedby user, task and situation models.
Webelieve that cases that incorporateuser, task and situation
modelscan effectively provideinstantiations of the situation-

dependenttask structure and the associated team of information gathering agents. The case base contains cases of successful and unsuccessful information gathering episodes and
informationevaluation. After each information gathering cycle the case base is updated. Thus, learning is integrated
with problem solving and is achieved automatically. This
feature makesCase-Basedreasoningvery preferable in application domainswith open and dynamically changing world
model (Sycara, Zeng, & Miyashita 1995). Case based reasoningoffers three general advantages.First, since it relies
on reusing specific experiencesrather than reasoningfrom a
general worldmodel,it provides for moreefficient planning.
Second,since it can start with few cases in memory
and incrementallyacquire newcases based on a reasoner’s interactions
with the world, it makesfew assumptionsabout the completeness and correctness of worldknowledge.Third, previouspast
failures warnthe plannerabout the possibility of failure in
current circumstancesand, hencehelp avoid future failures.
Eachcase will be automaticallylabeled with identifying information such as user’s name(a user could be a software
agent), timeof creation, time of modification,etc. So, a case
will carry a completeaudit trail of its origin and modifications. Thisinformationis essential for careful analysis of all
the planning knowledgethat is exchangedduring systemoperation, and wewill rely heavilyon it duringthe initial stages
of knowledgeacquisition and development.In addition, this
information can be used to evaluate the performanceof the
systemunderdifferent planningscenarios, since each itemwill
be clearly identified.
The library of cases we propose can be viewedas a casebasedschemefor metacontrol that offers agents access to task
and situation specific information. The agents use this information to focus search and filtering. The asynchronous
informationgatheringactivity of the agents results in newinformationabout the world (newcases) that gets incorporated
into the case base. Casebase updates result in formation of
newmemoryindices. Thesenew indices, along with any new
user inputs (e.g., information gathering requests, changein
context)activate a newset of cases that reflect possiblynewinformationseekinggoals, and newsets of agents. In this sense,
the case basecan be viewedas (1) trackingthe user’s intentions
and his/her evolvinginformationneeds, (2) reflecting changing situations, (3) recognizing newevents, and (4) learning
informationretrieval tactics/heuristics.
Figure 1 showsan active case base whichreceives as input notification of events, either directly fromthe user or
fromnewinformationthat becomesavailable (e.g., fromother
software agents). Updatesof the case-base with the addition of newinformation finding episodes and new indices
are also consideredan event that results in the activation of
a newround of reasoning. In the following, we use an example to illustrate the general Case-basedagent invocationprocess. Givena situation, the case-basecalls a certain task assis-
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rant, say AnalystTrackingAgent,whichthe reasoningprocess
determinesis relevant to meetingthe information gathering
goals (whichin turn mightbe informationrequests fromPortfolio ManagerAgent). Portfolio ManagerAgent calls upon
Earningsanalysis Agent,NewsClassifier, etc., to locate informationfromthe infospheredirectly (in the case of NewsClassifier) or indirectly (in the case of EarningAnalysisAgent).
Notethat there is no hierarchy of agents here: in a different
situation Earning Analysis Agentmight have been called directly by the case-basereasoningprocess. After collaborating
to find and filter information,AnalystTrackingAgentupdates
the case base with newinformationfinding episodes that include a timestampand the results of the search. If unexpected
news("unexpected"in terms of the current situation) has been
found during information retrieval (such as major corporate
mergenews), the case-basedprocess will interrupt the regular
plan execution and take other emergencyactions. For example, the case-base processmightinvokethe interface agent to
notify the user right away.
Fromthe perspectives of Case-Basedreasoning, there are a
numberof important research questions that we need to address. The most fundamentalquestion is what constitutes a
case?A case in case memory
describes a specific information
scenario including: (1) information needs and goals which
might come directly from the user or from other software
agents, (2) global features whichgive an abstract characterization of the situation in whichthis information gathering
operation takes place, (3) features of local nature whichdescribe in detail the information about information sources,
inter-agent interactions, etc., (4) informationretrieval plan
skeleton, (5) feedbacks/evaluationswith respect to acquired
informationand informationretrieval effectiveness/efficiency,
and(6) potential failures and re-trial, plan modificationinformation. At the most abstract level, we might index an asset
monitoringtask plan fragmentusing several broad situation
characteristics such as asset type, industrial sector, ownership
records, tax status, user profile, etc. Thesecharacteristics are
represented in the case base and used as indices for the retrieval of plan fragments, associated information gathering
goals and associated lists of agents to be activated. Weare
currently investigating other importantissues suchas efficient
case indexingmechanism,
case retrieval/matching approaches,
andinitial case collection.

Organizational Structure
Wepropose a general systemorganization in whichagents are
directly activated based on the top-downelaboration of the
current situation. Theseagent activations, guided by casebasedretrieval accordingto the current situation, dynamically
forman organizational structure that fits in with the user’s
current profile, tasks, and other situational features. This organization will changeover time, but will also remainrelatively static for extendedperiods (for example,while moni-

¯ instantiates task plans and associatedinformationgathering
goals accordingto the current situation

toring currently held investmentsduring stable marketperiods). Informationthat is important for decision-making(and
thus mightcause an eventual changein organizational structuring) is monitoredat the lowest levels of the organization
and passed upwardwhennecessary.
In this type of organization (see Figure 1), "task agents"
or "task assistants"(Sycara &Zeng1995) continually interleave planning, scheduling, coordination, and the execution
of domain-levelproblem-solvingactions. Taskagents interact
with one another and with "information agents" or "information assistants" that encapsulatenetworkinformationsources.
Taskagents retrieve, coordinate, and scheduleplans basedon
local knowledgemodulatedby situational context. A task assistant decomposesan information request into information
seeking goals and subgoalsand interacts with the information
assistants to gather the information.In this architecture, a
task assistant does the final filtering and fusing of information before it passes it on to agents aboveit in the organizational structure (requesting agents). This incrementalinformationfusion and conflict resolution increases efficiency
and potential scalability (e.g., inconsistenciesdetected at the
information-assistant level maybe resolved at that level and
not propagated
to the task-assistant level) and robustness(e.g.,
whateverinconsistencies were not detected during information assistant interaction can be detectedat the task-assistant
level). In addition, a task assistant composesa newcase that
incorporatesits findings to be stored in the case memory.
In this architecture, information-assistants wouldhave
modelsof their associated informationsources, learn the reliability of thosesources,as wellas strategies for low-levelinformation fusion and multiple methodsfor respondingto informationrequests. Asan exampleof the latter, a stock ticker
monitoringagent might have several methodsavailable to it
that trade off time, cost, and quality:

¯ coordinatesthose plans with other agents (this indudestask
assignmentactions that activate task assistants)
¯ schedulesand monitorsthe executionof its local actions.
In Figure 1, the fundamental,technical, news,and outsideanalyst task agents havebeen activated in this manner.These
agents are task assistants that can either locate informationvia
informationassistants, or by calling uponother task agents.
There is not a strict hierarchy of agents--the sametask and
information agents maybe called uponby different parts of
the portfolio management
organization. After collaborating
to find and filter information,task agents updatethe case base
with newinformation finding episodes that include a time
stampand the results of the search.
This architecture has potential advantagesand drawbacks.
The advantagesinclude:
¯ Thereis a finite numberof task assistants that each agent
communicateswith.
Because information processing is done by all the task
agents at every level (rather than by havingone task agent
receive all data fromevery informationagent) weavoid having a single computationalbottleneck point.
Thetask assistants are responsiblefor checkinginformation
quality, filtering irrelevant information,recognizingimportant information, and integrating informationfrom heterogeneousinformationsourcesfor their respective tasks.
Thetask assistants are responsible for activating relevant
information assistants and coordinating the information
findingandfiltering activity for their task.

¯ one or more sources of 15-minute delayed values (with
varyingreliabilities and averageresponsedelays)

All the abovecharacteristics, by imposingsomestructure
throughdefinition of task assistants, contributeto overall system responsiveness. Onthe other hand, there are potential
drawbacks:

¯ one or moresources of real-time quotations that charge a
fee (morereliable responsebut still not guaranteed)
¯ the ability to guess a quote basedon recent data and simple
models(very fast but of lowquality).
Onthe other hand, task-specific assistants have a modelof
the task domain,executablemethodsfor performingthe task,
knowledge
of an initial set of information-assistantsrelevant
to their task and strategies for learning modelsof pertinent
information-assistants.
Figure 1 showsa top-level portfolio manageragent which
receivesas input notification of events, either directly fromthe
user or from the case base, or frominformation that becomes
available (e.g., fromtask and informationagents). Giventhe
current situation, the portfolio manageragent:
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Theportfolio manager
is a single point of failure. Suchfailures can be mitigated by expendingthe resources to have,
for example,a redundantportfolio managerthat takes over
in caseof failure.
Eachtask assistant also constitutesa "single point of failure
for that task". This can be mitigated by having morethan
one task assistant (either clones of eachother or not). In the
case wheretwodifferent assistants exist for the sametask,
the task assistants mustnegotiateto resolveinconsistencies.
Weproposeto explore the use of negotiation strategies for
resolvinginconsistencies.

Case
Task
A.kgents

\

*

~ Fundemental
~
),,.Analysis
Agent.V~

lnformaaqagents
~-"--7~
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~

f

Figure 1 : A "direct invocation"agent organizationfor a portfolio management
system.
In the stock portfolio example,task assistants for areas such
as earningsanalysis mightbe replicated andallowedto specialize on various industry groups (one agent to handle banking
industry earnings, one for manufacturing,etc.). Suchagents
mightbegin as dones, but learn specialized case information.
In the eventof a failure, a nonspecialist wouldstill be able to
retrieve useful plansfor a task inside its area of expertise, but
outsideof its specialty.
The Portfolio Monitoring Task
Wecan represent the plans that are retrieved using T/EMStask
structures (Decker1995). T/EMStask structures are based on
abstraction hierarchies, wheretask plans are elaborated via a
"subtask"relationship into acyclic directed graphs that have
actions, called executablemethods,at their leaves. Suchstructures are compatiblewith most planningrepresentations, and
provide the necessaryinformationboth for schedulingactivities that arise frommultiple plans, and for coordinatingthe
activities of multiple agents. Wehave in fact constructed
a decision-theoretic hierarchical task networkplanner using extensions of this representation framework(Williamson,
Decker, &Sycara 1996). The extensions include the ability to represent and reason about periodic tasks. As shown
in Figure 2, a top level portfolio management
agent interacts
graphicallyand textually with the user to acquire information
about the user’s profile and goals; as mentionedearlier, we
will assumein this paper that the systemhas gonethroughan
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initial usageperiod and has reacheda "steady state" of monitoring the current portfolio.

Such a monitoring task indudes gathering opinions from
various task experts, integrating this information, and then
makingor updating the recommendation
(such as buy, sell,
or hold) for the asset under consideration. Thesetasks are
persistent, in that they are continuously present. Anagent
will be dealing with manysuch tasks simultaneously. Gathering opinions from the area experts (fundamentalanalysis,
technical analysis, news,and the opinions of other analysts-the publishedoutput of similar humanorganizations) requires
registering with themand then either waiting for newopinions to be received or asking for themdirectly. Anopinion
consists of not just a buy/sell/hold recommendation
but a
short list of positive and negative reasons for holding that
opinion, and potentially both symbolic and numeric measures of uncertainty. Informationintegration involves removing redundantinformation, resolving conflicts (or dedaring
them unresolvable), and forming a coherent group opinion,
that can then be used for decision-making
(in the light of the
user’s risk tolerance,investment
goals, asset allocation, tax status, and so on). The conflict resolution process mayinvolve
negotiation betweenthe agents involved.

Portfolio ManagerAgent
[ and hold I
\ stock

recomopinions

Update
conflicts

coherent
opinion

assess
overall
goals

assess tax
situation

(OR)

immediate
opinion

opinions

opinion

information

Analysis
Agent

Tracking
Analysis

abstracttask withquality
accrual functionrain

recommendation

subtaskrelationship
enables relationship
facilitates relationship
Managementquality
-- P/E Ratios
m Earnings Reports
Figure 2: A task structure representing high-level portions of the monitor-stock-and-hold task.
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An Example of Coordination:
Interpretation

Earnings Report

One interesting subproblemin portfolio management
is acquisition and interpretation of earnings reports and earnings
estimates. Theearningsanalysis task is a complexone that includes estimating the impact of one company’searnings on
other companiesin a sector, the information contained in
one company’searning report that actually releases information about all companiesin a sector, timing in the release of
earnings reports (especially for smaller companies),and the
differencesin actual earningsversus expectations.It is important to track revisions in earningestimates over time, as they
often give importantclues as to future price moves.
Figure 3 showsa relationship betweenthe abstract plans
of the earnings analysis agent and the humananalyst opinion
tracker agent. The earningsanalysis agent initially needsto
get data on a companiescurrent and historical earnings patterns, and then it needs to keep up to date on newearnings
reports as they are released. Notonly doesit needto track the
newearnings of the companyin question, but also the earnings of other companiesin an industry sector. For example,a
changein the portion of earningsattributed to sales is often
applicableto all companiesin a group, unlike changesto costs
(sales minusearnings) (Job &Lee1992).
The analyst tracking agent gathers, from news and other
sources, existing and updated analyst reports on a company,
including revised earnings estimates (often part of a larger
report). This part of the data, if transmitted to the earnings analysis agent, can somewhat
speedup (i.e., facilitate)
the process of gathering earnings expectations. Wehave
demonstrated the use of general coordination mechanisms,
called the GPGP(Generalized Partial Global Planning) approach, that can easily coordinatesuch task structure interactions (Decker&Lesser 1995). In this instance, the softpredecessor-coordination-relationship mechanism
will cause
the analyst tracking agent to committo the transmission of a
completedanalyst report formto the earnings analysis agent,
whichcan then easily extract the portion dealing with the updated earningsestimate.
Agent Architecture
Theportfolio managerand task assistant agents havean internal agent structure called DECAF
(Distributed, EnvironmentCentered AgentFramework)--ageneral, reusable, core agent
control architecture (Oateset al. 1995).Theterm architecture
here refers to the internal control structure of a single agent,
as opposedto the term organizationthat refers to the control
and communication
structure of a group of agents.
The importantfeatures of the DECAF
architecture are:
¯ A set of clearly defined control modules(planning, coordination, scheduling, decision-making,and monitoring)that
worktogether to control an agent.
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¯ A core task structure representationthat is sharedby all of
these control modules. This core structure can be annotated and expandedwith all mannerof details that might
be "understood"only by one or a few control modules,but
there is a core, sharedrepresentation.
Briefly, the maincontrol functionsconsist of a plannerthat
creates or extendsthe agent’sviewof the problem(s)it is trying to solve, called the task structure. Thecoordinatornotices
certain features of that structure, and mayannotateit, expand
it, communicate
parts to other agents, or add schedulingconstraints to it. The local scheduler takes the rough plan and
creates a low-level scheduleor schedulesthat fix the timing
and ordering of actions. The execution monitortakes care of
actually executingthe next desired action (perhaps including
pre-emptionof the action in true real-time execution).
Previousworkhas focussed on the design of the coordinator and the local scheduler (Decker& Lesser 1995). Details
of the implementationof these componentscan be found in
the cited papers. Wehaveextendedthis workto include more
sophisticated executionmonitoring, using such techniques as
the TCA(Task Control Architecture) approach (Simmons
1994).
Current Status
Wehavealready built a large part of the underlyingbasic organizations and achitecture as described here. Organizationally, our agents usually form dynamicunstructured teams using a central "matchmaker"
that accepts advertisements from
newagents about thier capabilities, queries about whomight
provide certain services, and unadvertisementswhenagents
leave the open system. Recently we have developed"brokering" agents that act as central points of contact for certain
types of services (centralized markets). A hybrid organizational approachallows the use of both subforms,i.e., the use
of a matchmaker
in order to find an appropriate broker. More
details can be foundin (Decker, Williamson,&Sycara 1996).
Architecturally, wehave developedseveral versions of the
basic agent internals describedhere. Currently,all of our agent
classes (information, task, and interface agnets) are based
this sharedarchitecture. Althoughthe local scheduler is considerably simpler than the one described in (Decker&Lesser
1995), the decision-theoretic hierarchical task networkplanner is more complex and capable (Williamson, Decker,
Sycara 1996).
WARREN,
our multi-agent portfolio managementsystem,
currently consists of 6 informationagents: twostock ticker
agents using different WWW
sources, a news agent for Clarinet and Dow-Jonesnewsarticles, an agent that can extract
current and historical sales and earnings-per-sharedata from
the SECEdgarelectronic annual report database, another for
certain textual portions of annual reports, and of course the
matchmaker.Twotask agents provide
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Analyst
Tracking
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Figure 3: A task structure showingone coordination relationship betweentasks in the domainof the earnings report agent and the
humananalyst tracking agent.
1. a simplegraphical integration of stock prices and newsstories about a single stock over time on a WWW
page---the
bodyof the newsstories can be accessedby hyperlinks, and
the informationis stored persistantly so that that it survives
the task agent goingoff-line
2. a simple fundamentalanalysis of a stock with respect to its
historical sales and earnings data, along with an accompanying graph.
Finally, a portfolio interface agent can be associatedwitheach
user of the system. The Portfolio agent (via a WWW
interface) displays the standardinformationabout a user’s portfolio, allowsthe user to (simulate)buyingand selling shares, and
displays recent pricing and newsinformation.It also provides
access to the reports producedby the twotask agents, either
continuously updated or on demand.
More information and demos can be found on the WWW
at http: //www. cs. cmu. edu/~softagents
/warren/warren. html.

explore. Howdo we formulate the learning task in the context of multi agent interactions where procedural and control knowledgemust be learned? Conceptlearning has been
the focus of most machinelearning research (e.g., (Michalski
&Tecuci 1994)). Learning of control knowledgehas been
explored using case-based reasoning (e.g., (Kambhampati
Hendler1992; Miyashita &Sycara 1995)), and reinforcement
type learning techniques(e.g., (Sutton 1988)). This research
has been conductedalmost exclusively in a single agent setting. Wewantto explore strategies for multiple agent learning
of control knowledgeduring agent interactions. Within each
formulationof the learningtask (e.g. as a case-basedlearning,
or reinforcementlearning), there are additional morespecific
issues to be explored. For example,for multiple agent casebased learning, newcase indexing and retrieval algorithms
mightbe necessary. In addition, the numberof training cases
that must be incrementally acquired through agent interactions for reliable learningis an openissue.
Acknowledgments

Conclusions
Wehavepresented the overall frameworkand design decisions
madein our multi-agent systemfor the management
of financial portfolios throughinformationaccess, filtering and integration. Withinthis framework
we will exploreresearch issues
of agent coordinationand negotiation and case base structuring for user, task and situation modeling.In addition, there
are a numberof learning-related research issues we want to
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